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ABSTRACT High tunnel horticulture can improve yield, quality, prevent disease and reduce pest 
control issues. Growing in high tunnels the available growing season of a crop can be extended as 
higher temperatures can be maintained inside a high tunnel than in open fields. High resolution 
measurements for air and soil temperatures, solar insolation, relative humidity and wind speeds have 
been recorded inside Quonset style passive solar high tunnels, and adjacent open fields, for two 
growing seasons (2015 and 2016) at Guelph, Ontario. Lower than expected frost resistance was 
observed inside the high tunnels. An Artificial Neural Network was used to predict air and soil 
temperatures as a function of weather and high tunnel properties. The model was validated by 
comparing model predictions of air and soil temperatures to the measurements. The data was tested 
using different combinations of parameter values to observe the effects of parameter choice on 
predicted high tunnel microclimate. The model and data collection was part of a longer study intended 
to benefit Canadian growers. An ability to accurately predict high tunnel microclimate will help 
growers choose crops best suited for high tunnels at their location. The data and models resulting 
from this study will also be useful for identifying methods of reducing energy costs in new high tunnel 
installations through structural changes and by modifying operating methods. 
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INTRODUCTION A greenhouse is an enclosed structure that traps shortwave solar radiation and 
stores the longwave thermal radiation which creates a favourable microclimate for higher 
productivity (Fidaros, Baxevanou, Bartzanas, & Kittas, 2010). Solar energy drives the 
photosynthesis process in plants, allowing them to retain heat during the cold months by means of 
the greenhouse effect (Mobtaker, Ajabshirchi, Ranjbar, & Matloobi, 2016). The distribution of solar 
energy inside a greenhouse also affects the development of pests and diseases (Fidaros, et al, 
2010). Since air temperature and humidity conditions inside the greenhouse are largely dependent 
on external climatic conditions, accurate models are needed to predict the temperature fluctuations 
inside the greenhouses as functions of the external conditions to improve the climate control (Tong, 
Christopher, & Li, 2009). The shape and the orientation of a greenhouse determines the amount of 
solar radiation that can be received by the structure. Thermal models of typical greenhouse 
structures have been created and used by various researchers (Mobtaker, et al., 2016), (Singh & 
Tiwari, 2010).  

The dynamic behavior of greenhouse microclimates is a product of many physical processes 
involving energy transfer (radiation and heat) and mass transfer (water vapor fluxes and CO2 
concentration) taking place within the greenhouse and between the greenhouse and the outside 
environment (Sethi, Sumathy, Lee, & Pal, 2013). These processes depend on the outside climate 
conditions, structure of the greenhouse, type and state of the crop, and on the actuating control 
signals (Sethi, et al., 2013). 

The specific type of greenhouses that have been investigated in this project are Quonset High 
Tunnels, shown in Figure 1, used for organic horticultural production. The tunnels are 10.8 m long, 
7.2 m wide, and 3.8 m high at the roof peak, with a greenhouse-grade polyethylene sheeting 
(glazing) over the steel frames (De Cloet Greenhouse Manufacturing, Delhi, ON, Canada). There is 
usually no active ventilation, heating or artificial lighting. Passive ventilation is provided by manually 
rolling up the glazing on each side of the tunnel from the ground level. The ventilation openings are 
0.7 m tall and 10.8 m long. Although greenhouse modeling studies are common in the literature, 
very little data is available on the actual microclimate within operating high tunnels.  

 

Figure 1. High Tunnels at the GCUOF with a polyethylene sheet covering the steel frame, and 
ventilation openings closed.   

 

STUDY SITE High resolution microclimate measurements were recorded within a set of research 
high tunnels in Guelph, Ontario, Canada, during May to November in both 2015 and 2016. These 
structures are located at the Guelph Centre for Urban Organic Farming (GCUOF), at the University 
of Guelph. The GCUOF is a one hectare (2.5 acre) demonstration farm which produces certified 
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organic produce, while also conducting education, outreach, research and technology transfer 
activities (Fig. 2). Microclimate measurements were taken in two of the high tunnels: one with 
unscreened side openings, and one with screened door and side openings. The site contains a 
total of six freestanding Quonset-style, steel-framed high tunnels, and three field plot in a 3×3 grid.  

 

Figure 2. Aerial view of the high tunnel site; true north is up. Monitoring stations were located as 
shown in a screened tunnel (S), an open field (F), and an unscreened tunnel (U).   

The entire floor area was layered with well-worked soil and mulch. Three masts were placed in the 
center of the screened tunnel, the central field and the unscreened tunnel to support the following 
meteorological instruments (Lubitz, Zheng, Kong, & Llewellyn, 2016):  

• Air temperature sensors: thermisters (Pace Scientific PT9 series) at heights of 0.3 m, 1.5 m 
at all sites and also 3.0 m above ground in high tunnels only.)  

• Soil temperature sensors: thermisters (Pace Scientific PT916) at depths of 2.5 cm and 11.4 
cm below ground.  

• Solar radiation: Pace Scientific SRS-100 pyranometers positioned 0.7 m above ground.  

• Air speed and sonic air temperature: RM Young 81000 3 dimensional sonic anemometer 
with center of sensing volume positioned 1.00 m above ground.  

Data was recorded at one minute intervals for all sensors. A combination of Pace XR5-SE and 
Campbell Scientific CR1000 dataloggers were used to record pyranometer, RTD and thermocouple 
temperature sensors. Campbell Scientific CR1000 data loggers also recorded one minute mean 
values and statistics on three components of wind speed and sonic temperature from the three 
sonic anemometers.  

The insect screening used over the ventilation openings of the screened tunnel consisted of a 
regular, rectangular mesh of threads, with a measured density of 40 threads per inch by 30 threads 
per inch. Measured optical porosity of the insect screening was 40% (Lubitz et. al, 2016).   

 

DATA DRIVEN SIMULATIONS Simulation-based numerical models of complex dynamic 
systems often require intensive sampling involving large amounts of high-resolution data which may 
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hinder sequential processes such as optimization algorithms (Picheny, Trepos, & Casadebaig, 
2017). In order to analyze these systems in fields including water distribution systems design, 
watershed management and agronomy, black box problem optimization methods are widely being 
used (Quilot-Turion, et al., 2012). Black-box models are non-intrusive and require only point-wise 
evaluations of the model, that is, they provide the output value(s) for a predetermined set of inputs; 
without requiring knowledge of the underlying mechanisms of the model or any derivative 
information (Picheny et al., 2017). While this approach can directly facilitate model implementation, 
it does not allow for the development of tailored algorithms and a common challenge faced by 
many agricultural or ecological modelers is using the day-to-day climatic information such as 
temperatures, precipitation, etc. as input variables as they have a major influence on the output 
(Picheny et al., 2017). In order to draw unbiased conclusions by choosing a particular set of data, a 
scenarios approach for smaller and more distinct data sets is recommended, however identifying 
these scenarios can be time consuming (Ruiz-Ramos & Minguez, 2010). Large seasonal high 
resolution climatic data sets can be used, but require intense computation since the data sets must 
be large enough to be able to obtain a stable and accurate estimation of the output – a process that 
quickly becomes computationally prohibitive if the analysis is embedded in an optimization loop 
(Picheny et al., 2017).  

 
 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)  Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are biologically inspired 
parallel computation models used for predicting or forecasting, function approximation and 
classification (Khare & Nagendra, 2007), (Rage & Tock, 1996). They are typically applied to 
problems that cannot be solved with known equations, or for problems with incomplete or noisy 
data. ANNs can recognize patterns in data, and are therefore used in pattern recognition problems. 
They are equipped with statistical modelling techniques which allow them to process known input 
data without making use of any underlying assumptions and can process information rapidly to 
develop a mapping of the input and output variables (Khare & Nagendra, 2007), (Rage & Tock, 
1996). Back propagation models include an input layer, output layer, and at least one hidden layer. 
The number of inputs, outputs, and hidden layers depends on the complexity of the problem. An 
example of a multi-input multi-output ANN is shown in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Configuration of a multilayer artificial neural network (Nagendra & Khare, 2002). 
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The one-minute average data collected was converted to hourly averages for both growing 
seasons. Models were implemented in the @RISK & the DecisionTools Suite, NeuralTools 7.1 
(Palisade Corporation, Ithaca, New York, USA), which is a datamining application that uses a multi-
input single-output neural network as an add-in on Microsoft Excel. It has pattern recognition 
technology to learn the structure of the input data to make accurate predictions about the output 
data.  ANNs have been widely used for modelling and predicting air pollution, traffic noise, and 
surface water temperatures using meteorological conditions as inputs (Khare & Nagendra, 2007), 
(Hamad, Khalil, & Shanableh, 2017) (Temizyurek & Dadaser-Celik, 2018). However, creating 
predictive models of greenhouse air and soil temperatures does not appear to have been widely 
used in literature.  

 

Setting up data for the ANNs Two parameters were chosen to be the output from the ANN: the 
inside air temperature and the soil temperature two-inches below the surface. Models were 
produced for the screened and the unscreened tunnels for both growing seasons. Since the ANN 
can only predict one output at the time, a series of inputs were determined for each of the output 
parameters. Initial experience and theory suggested that the inside air temperature would primarily 
be a function of the day (D), incoming solar radiation (G), ambient air temperature (𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃), and the 
ambient wind-speed (𝑼).  

 𝑻𝒊𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒆_𝒂𝒊𝒓 = 𝒇(𝑫, 𝑮, 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃, 𝑼) (1) 

 

It was assumed that the two-inch soil temperature was primarily a function of the day, incoming 
solar radiation, ambient air temperature, ambient soil temperature (𝑻𝒔𝒐𝒊𝒍_𝒂𝒎𝒃), ambient wind-speed 

and predicted inside air temperature (𝑻𝒊𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒆_𝒂𝒊𝒓).  

 𝑻𝒔𝒐𝒊𝒍𝟐 = 𝒇(𝑫, 𝑮, 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃, 𝑻𝒔𝒐𝒊𝒍_𝒂𝒎𝒃, 𝑼, 𝑻𝒊𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒆_𝒂𝒊𝒓 ) (2) 

 

The ANN development process consists of a training phase, followed by a testing phase, and 
ending with the predicting phase. The ANN is set-up to randomly select 20% of the data testing 
purposes, based on the Pareto principle that a significant portion of process variation is linked with 
a small portion of the process variables (Box & Meyer, 1986). The Variable Impact Analysis 
operation in NeuralTools measures the sensitivity of the predictions compared to the variations of 
each input variable on the output to determine which input variable has the most influence the 
output parameter in the predicting stage. Since all the input variables were numeric in nature, a 
Generalized Regression Neural Network (GRNN) was trained where every training case was 
represented by an element of the net, referred to as a “node”, in the hidden layer. For every 
prediction which was an unknown value dependent on the combination of the inputs, the network 
interpolated data from the training cases by using the outputs and the corresponding inputs. Eight 
scenarios were run using the ANN: 

• Inside air temperatures and two-inch soil temperatures for the 2015 growing season using 
data from 2016 as inputs 

• Inside air temperatures and two-inch soil temperatures for the 2016 growing season using 
data from 2015 as inputs  
 

Results and Analyses The results from the scenarios run in the ANN are summarized in Tables 
1 and 2. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the Root-Mean Squared Error (RMSE) were 
calculated by the ANN using equations 3 and 4 where n is the number of values, and Oi and Pi are 
observed and predicted values, respectively.  
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 𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
∑ |O𝑖 − P𝑖|n

𝑖=1

 𝑛
 (3) 

 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
∑ (O𝑖 − P𝑖)2n

𝑖=1

 𝑛
 (4) 

 

The 1:1 correlation between the measured and the predicted temperatures for the 2015 growing 
season using data from 2016 as inputs are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The measured and predicted 
temperatures using data from 2015 as inputs to predict the 2016 growing season temperatures also 
followed identical an 1:1 correlation. It is not shown in this paper due to space constraints.  

Table 1. Comparison of statistics for the outputs for the inside air and two-inch soil temperatures for 
the unscreened tunnel and the screened tunnel for the 2015 season using 2016 data.  

  2015 
UNSCREENED 

AIR 

2015 
UNSCREENED 

SOIL 

2015 
SCREENED 

AIR 

2015 
SCREENED 

SOIL 

TRAINING Cases 2263 2263 2263 2263 

% Bad Predictions 6.67 0.00 6.10 0.00 

RMSE (˚C) 1.925 0.1968 2.125 0.2406 

MAE(˚C) 1.882 0.1329 1.188 0.1134 

Standard Deviation on MAE,˚C 1.630 0.1451 1.762 0.2122 

TESTING Cases 566 566 566 566 

% Bad Predictions 14.13 0.00 11.84 0.00 

RMSE, ˚C 3.047 0.4730 2.899 0.4787 

MAE, ˚C 1.882 0.3511 1.967 0.2947 

Standard Deviation on MAE, ˚C 2.397 0.3170 2.130 0.3772 

VARIABLE 
IMPACT 
ANALYSIS 
(%) 

Day 44.37 18.35 41.05 53.8 

Solar Radiation, W/m2 12.17 6.49 14.94 5.75 

Ambient Temperature, ˚C 25.46 5.82 25.25 6.11 

Ambient Wind-speed, (m/s) 12.18 5.31 18.76 13.48 

Ambient Soil Temperature, ˚C - 63.70 - 20.80 

Predicted Air Temperature, ˚C - 0.33 - 0.04 
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Figure 4. Correlation between the predicted 2015 air temperatures with the measured 2016 air 
temperatures for screened tunnel (left) and the unscreened tunnel (right) as inputs to the neural 
network.  

                                                                           

 

Figure 5. Correlation between the predicted 2015 soil temperatures with the measured 2016 soil 
temperatures for screened tunnel (left) and the unscreened tunnel (right) as inputs to the neural 
network.  
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Table 2. Comparing statistics for the outputs for the inside air and two-inch soil temperatures for the 
unscreened tunnel and the screened tunnel for the 2016 season using 2015 data.  

  2016 
UNSCREENED 

AIR 

2016 
UNSCREENED 

SOIL 

2016 
SCREENED 

AIR 

2016 
SCREENED 

SOIL 

TRAINING Cases 2263 2263 2263 2263 

% Bad Predictions 2.43 0.00 3.67 0.00 

RMSE, ˚C 1.632 0.5906 2.199 0.4494 

MAE, ˚C 0.9431 0.3301 1.272 0.2441 

Standard Deviation on MAE, ˚C 1.332 0.4897 1.793 0.3773 

TESTING Cases 566 566 566 566 

% Bad Predictions 8.83 0.88 10.60 0.00 

RMSE, ˚C 3.083 1.559 3.950 0.8697 

MAE, ˚C 2.035 1.023 2.737 0.5842 

Standard Deviation on MAE, ˚C 2.316 1.176 2.847 0.6443 

VARIABLE 
IMPACT 
ANALYSIS 
(%) 

Day 37.81 33.84 36.88 40.47 

Solar Radiation, W/m2 18.43 1.13 21.96 8.64 

Ambient Temperature, ˚C 29.32 23.84 25.13 25.58 

Ambient Wind-speed, m/s 14.43 1.46 16.04 0.10 

Ambient Soil Temperature, ˚C - 19.60 - 25.07 

Predicted Air Temperature, ˚C - 20.13 - 0.14 

 

Tables 1 and 2 show the results of using one growing season’s data as input to predict the output 
of the other growing season. The day (36.88% - 44.36%) and the ambient temperature (25.13 – 
29.32) were the dominant variables for predicting the inside air temperature for both screened and 
unscreened high tunnels during both growing seasons. For predicting the two-inch soil 
temperatures, the day (18.35% - 53.80%) and the ambient soil temperature (19.60% - 63.70%) 
were both dominant variables.  

For both growing seasons, the wind-speed and the solar radiation was determined by the model to 
have the least impact on the air temperature. Solar radiation having a low impact on the inside air 
temperature is not an accurate representation of the temperature modelling, since the temperatures 
are directly proportional to the amount of incoming solar radiation. Since the ANN is a pattern 
recognition software, it is possible that these variables were given low impact as they were of a 
higher or lower order of magnitude than the temperature, whereas the day and the ambient air 
temperature were closer to the order of magnitude of the output variable. For the two-inch soil 
temperatures, the ambient wind-speed, predicted air temperature, and the solar radiation were 
shown by the model to have the least impact on the output. While the wind-speed and the predicted 
air temperature was expected to have very low impact on the soil temperature, the low impact of 
solar radiation on the temperature is once again a misrepresentation of the temperature modelling, 
as the soil increased its thermal capacity by absorbing energy from the incoming solar radiation, 
which is directly proportional to the ambient soil temperature. Therefore, despite predicting the 
model output with very low errors when comparing the measured data with the predicted data, it 
can be concluded that the ANN does not accurately identify the dependence of the variables on 
each other. Instead it recognizes patterns and attempts to isolate the variables by assuming they 
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are all independent of each other. The predicted and measured data was also analyzed to identify 
and compare the number of hours that fell within a specific temperature range: this is shown in 
Table 3 as ‘Predicted hours in temperature range / Measured hours in temperature range’. 

Table 3: Comparing temperature ranges with the measured and predicted data.  

TEMPERATURE SCENARIOS TEMPERATURE RANGE, ˚C 

 < 10 10 - 20 20 - 30 30 – 40 > 40 

2015 UNSCREENED AIR TEMPERATURE 650/585 1420/1279 782/837 18/38 0/0 

2016 UNSCREENED AIR TEMPERATURE 298/490 2136/1515 395/1760 0/349 0/0 

2015 SCREENED AIR TEMPERATURE 650/464 1420/1138 782/871 18/319 0/2 

2016 SCREENED AIR TEMPERATURE 298/478 2136/1505 395/1332 0/799 0/11 

2015 UNSCREENED SOIL TEMPERATURE 650/0 1420/1183 782/1646 18/0 0/0 

2016 UNSCREENED SOIL TEMPERATURE 298/34 2136/1633 395/2306 0/138 0/0 

2015 SCREENED SOIL TEMPERATURE 650/0 1420/786 782/2043 18/0 0/0 

2016 SCREENED SOIL TEMPERATURE 298/31 2136/1425 395/2657 0/0 0/0 

 

While there is a significant difference in the number of hours between the measured and predicted 
temperatures, the overall magnitude of the difference is mostly under 2 ˚C, and sometimes as low 
as 0.1 ˚C. The maximum predicted temperatures in 2015 and 2016 were 33.99 ˚C and 29.73 ˚C 
respectively.  

 

ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS Multi input single output neural networks have been widely 
used in different types of predictive modelling including vehicle pollution (Khare & Nagendra, 2007), 
road traffic noise (Hamad, Khalil, & Shanableh, 2017), ecological processes such as surface water 
temperature modelling (Temizyurek & Dadaser-Celik, 2018) and macro scale modelling of climate 
change parameters (Salami & Ehteshami, 2016). All of these papers confirmed that the ANN 
outperforms other conventional modelling techniques because of its pattern recognizing abilities for 
non-linear relationships and produce very low errors in the sensitivity studies without having to 
assume any mathematical formats (Hamad, Khalil, & Shanableh, 2017). The models are strongly 
dependent on the local characteristics of the parameters which are chosen to be inputs to be able 
to accurately represent scenarios (Temizyurek & Dadaser-Celik, 2018). The ANN set-up involved 
data collection as the very first step, followed by pre-processing and quality controlling the collected 
data through extraction, cleaning, and aggregation. The ANN has the ability to learn by example 
which makes it more flexible than normal regression models (Hamad, Khalil, & Shanableh, 2017).  

However, despite being able to make accurate predictions about output data using different kinds of 
inputs and producing low errors in the sensitivity studies, there are still numerous limitations to the 
ANN. It is essentially a black-box model with little understanding of the interrelationships between 
the inputs and the outputs (Hamad, Khalil, & Shanableh, 2017), as also observed with the variable 
impact analysis in Section 5.2. It does not provide any explanatory insight into the underlying 
phenomena that is modelled by the network. Adding weights to the connections along with the 
sensitivity analysis and variable impact analysis that are equivalent to the parameter coefficients in 
standard regression models can help the ANN to better generalize the data to calculate the 
interdependence between the variables (Olden & Jackson, 2002), (Salami & Ehteshami, 2016).  

CONCLUSIONS The ANN models implemented in Palisade NeuralTools could successfully 
predict the inside air temperature and the two-inch soil temperature of the screened and 
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unscreened high tunnels for both growing seasons using measured meteorological conditions as 
inputs. However, the ANN models cannot be considered to be the most reliable method of 
determining which variables have the most influence on the output temperatures. The ANN models 
also do not provide much insight into the relationships that were modelled by the network to obtain 
the outputs. These limitations suggest it would not be appropriate to use the models developed 
here to predict the conditions in different high tunnels in other locations. 
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